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About This Game

This is an old story. The story about four mercenaries, graduates of the biggest independent organization in the world called the
Academy. Just released from the Academy they decided to rest in a small tavern "Excess tooth" and ended up in the maelstrom
of events that could lead either to the tragic death or to the glorious victory. In the tavern, they got involved in a fight with the

local lads and, of course, they are win. But exactly this fight marked the beginning of misfortune adventures of four brave
heroes who were to defeat death in all its guises.

Golden Sword is old school RPG with tactical turn-based battles and steathe missions offers to plunge into a classic fantasy
world advanture with orcs, magic and all common elements. You can create a party with your own characters or choose among

the pre-ready characters. The game offers extensive features of customization and big variety of tactical tasks.

Features:
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A big adventure with rich text descriptions and variety tactical battles.

Detailed character customization (amulets, primary and secondary weapons, different types of armor, etc)

The ability to use the environment during combat

Choose among the different fighting styles (defensive, offensive, balanced)

Steath missions!

Tiled map editor for your own advantures!
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Title: Golden Swords
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Vlad K.
Publisher:
AEY Inc.
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (or equivalent)

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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$5 for a girl.. Traverser is an interesting isometric puzzle adventurer, that features physics based puzzles as the player explore
the game's dystopian world.

In the game you play as a young girl, who's a trained Traverser, special candidates who can manipulate objects with a special
glove. In the beginning you'll find your father missing and that's where your story start. As you play you'll learn more about the
wonderfully designed underground world, and it's many secrets. It's a story of dystopia set in a steampunk fantasy world.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XHcB8c_EKTA
The mechanics are simple enough. With your special Traverser glove you can pick up objects, have full control of the X, Y, and
Z axis. You'll be using this very simple ability through out the game, stacking objects to get to ledges, dropping objects on
weighted platforms, or even using it to build pipes. The game also features some stealth segments as well, having the player
sneak past guards and cameras, as well as other segments where it'll require the player to explore the map. But to emphasis my
opening remarks, it is the object manipulation and puzzle solving that takes focus here.

The game is quite a looker, with a great art style that capitalizes on the game's low poly look. With hand illustrated textures,
dramatic lighting, and a delicious color pallet that you can almost taste. The voice acting and sound track are of equal praise.
The actors portray emotions and character, while the ambient sounds and subtle music adds to the game's well developed
environment, all of which, are stylized in a wonderfully steam punk manner.

The game looks and sound great, and the premise is simple enough, but how does it play? To put it bluntly, the game is very
simple. Most of the puzzles aren't overly difficult, and the combat consist of little more than moving some objects and bumping
it into enemies. For gamers that want complex, multi-layered gameplay, Traverser might not be suitable, even for those who are
looking for a challenging puzzle experience, I feel Traverser may disappoint. How ever, I feel Traverser was never designed to
be a brain teaser type of puzzler, rather, a more relaxed approach is taken. For those who just want to chill to some satisfying
puzzles, that won't frustrate too long, while offering a wonderfully designed world to explore, Traverser can be a great
experience. It wasn't the puzzles that kept me interested in the game, rather, the story and the sights. I enjoyed exploring the
world and learning more about the situation, characters, and environment that it takes place in. It was my biggest incentive to
keep playing.

Overall Traverser is an interesting physics based puzzler, where I feel the story and world, carries a large portion of the game.

Pros:
- Great design and aesthetics
- Very Accessible
- Great story and characters
- Great voice acting

Cons:
- Very simple mechanics
- Isometric view can hinder precision. This game is hands-down amazing - just looking at videos or screenshots doesn't do it
justice. At £4 (or free on their website!) this will give many, many hours of enjoyment (and fun frustration).

The fact that it uses hyperbolic geometry at first made me think it was a one-note gimmick game, or something designed only
for maths geeks. Instead this game has a surprising amount of replayability due to the unique rules and enemies in each of the
(as of writing) 54 lands you can explore. The fact that I know nothing about geometry hasn't interrupted my enjoyment - I still
don't know anything, I'm just more aware of how much I don't know!

I was aware of this game due to a fondness for roguelikes, but a frustration towards how lengthy such games can be, as well as
the fact some have steep learning curves or fiddly interfaces. This game still has many of the traditional features of roguelikes -
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procedurally generated, turn-based, permadeath, etc. but with a minimalist style (no inventory for example, except in the new
“Orb Strategy mode”), and shorter games (certainly less than an hour, unless you're going for the hardest achievements). It
manages to have simple rules but be (at times) fiendishly difficult, and each land requires a different strategy. I imagine even
people who don't like roguelikes would find this game delightful.

Achievements in this game are really satisfying too. I'm generally not one for being too fussed about achievements, but most of
the ones in this game manage to actually be challenging, as well as encourage you to explore all the different lands and game
modes.

As of writing I've only put ten hours into the game, but I wouldn't be surprised if I spent another 50 hours, if not more.. Pay for
a freebie???. This is the most fun I've had with a character.. Hands down the best way to make a DLC,giving us more insight
into the development of the in-game cutscenes and how they came up with the ideas.The way they made the live-action
cutscenes is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hilarious,I laughed every time I see Griffon.. Didn't play much yet but its awesome,
first thing i do is raid a caravan im evil!. Very fun but kinda short. Buy it on sale.
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I really enjoy the pick-up-and go playstyle that can get you into the game immediatly, then when you start doing Warzones the
difficulty ramps up and you are paying more attention to saving items and picking upgrades that help plan for a long dive into
the gauntlet of stages.
. Crysis is more than just a game, it represents a time in history where non-gamers started paying attention to gaming graphics,
and PC gamers and system builders began asking themselves, "But can it run Crysis?". It's a hallmark of some of the greatest
graphics of all time, along with Cryteks expertise in building a solid FPS, means it plays as it should, even exceeding gameplay
expectations at times due to some unique gameplay modifiers. Thanks to the inclusion of nano suit powers, you will 'Maximum
speed', swim, jump and 'Maximum strength' your way though tropical jungles, sunny beaches, and icy wastelands. Even what
would become the infamous (Due to its zero gravity controls) alien ship.

All levels are heavily interactive, letting you poke and pick up things, and throw them at enemies with satisfying effect. The
sheet metal that makes up most of the houses in the game can be blown apart in an amazing show of particles and physical
interactivity with the environment around it. So just when those Koreans think they're safe to bunker down in one of those
houses, feel free to show them how wrong they are, dead wrong. I recommend this game to all FPS fans, and people who
appreciate Crytek's bold move to release a PC game that only those with the most top of the line hardware could run at the time.

9/10. I'll start off by saying that I am glad I only spent $1 on this game. It's not that the game is bad, but it's also not good. As it
sits, the game is a nice little time waster. There is still plenty of work to be done, but the developer(s) seem to be very involved
in the game and listen to the community. In fact, when I first started playing the game there were a few serious bugs that were
fixed within 15-20 minutes after someone posted about them on the forums.

In the game you create tiles of land that each generate a random basic resource: Stone, Lumber, and Food. Your only limit to
creating more land is your mana; which is currently disabled, so you have an infinite amount of mana to work with for the time
being. You start off the game with two villagers who spawn on one of the tiles you place. The villagers than gather these
resources and you put down plots for buildings which the villagers than build. However, the erratic movement of your villagers
reminds me of the ball from 'Pong'. They bounce around the map, collecting the resources they happen to pass through, and only
work on a building if they touch it. So having a small map in the beginning means your villagers will actually do the tasks you
want them to do, but also give you access to less resources. There is also a feature called Aura which allows you to direct your
villagers to a single point at the cost of some mana. It can be frustrating at time to use and when mana is turned back on you'll
end up spending more mana on moving your villagers around than on expanding the map.

And even if you do everything correctly, be prepared for your villagers to die frequently. I've built houses for my villagers,
farms so they can have food, and a tailor shop so they can have warm clothes; yet my villagers always seem to freeze and starve
to death. The penalty for a villager dying is a good idea on paper, but it doesn't seem to work out very well in practice.
Whenever a villager dies the number of zombies goes up by one. At night, that many zombies will spawn in and attack your
villagers. The reason that it doesn't work out to well, is because the zombies move just as erratically as your villagers and they
end up walking right past one another. Once the sun rises, the remaining zombies disapear and the number resets to zero.

Would I recommend this game? If it were still $1 and someone I knew was really interested in it, I would recommend it. But
that's not the case; there is plenty of potential and the game can only get better. As it sits right now, I would not recommend it.
I'll continue to play it from time to time, especially when new updates come out for it.. I had 15 hours of great fun in this
promising game. I do not think the current content is enough to have fun any longer, but it's already nice for the price.
Keep the good job developpers, this is a very nice game.. At first I thought this was going to be a bad game but then I realised
how cool it was it doesnt start out complex and it teaches you how to play the game step at a time unlike other games ive played
that drop you into the features Cough* Shadowverse *Cough and those games I disliked because i understood nothing but in this
game its easy to understand and to play and its mainly skill based unlike other games i know that are rng based. Wacky Wings is
one of the most addictive, underrated and replayable VR games on the market. The graphics are limited to an old Atari style
presentation, but with the modern flash and smooth animation of VR. The simplicity of it has you flying fast automatically
while you try and stay airborne by hitting fuel signs in a constantly depleted fuel situation, all the while avoiding collision with
the obstacles in your path, and collecting coins all the while. 40 levels are passable with bronze and silver medals coming with
ease, but gold medals require a large portion of coins being captured and you need all 40 gold in the 40 levels(10 sets of 4
common themed maps) in order to advance to the 2nd thrid of this game.

The 2nd area is blitz mode, giving a black and white WWII style rainy night over london firefighting. You must shoot down 40
planes, all the while collecting the fuel they leave behind when destroyed. It took a while before I finally jumped all thw way to
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59. Before that I had reached 30 once followed by a heartbreaking 39 and then many more trys before I blasted on through this
section.

Finally comes endless mode, a short, fuel heavy replay of all the standard maps, connected indefinitely while you fly through the
sun cycles of dawn to day to dusk to night and back to dawn again. You hear the cheers that ended levels before but do not stop.
Actually you speed up just a tad with each segment of the sewed together endless stream and a nice arcade music track plays,
speeding up in sync with the increase of your flight speed as you hold on and build up as much speed as you can surive past.

Platinum medals are bonus skins for the many different flyers you unlock. Besides comsmetic value there is one difference that
really adds up over time and that is the tight quickness each new vehicle increases in handling. This allows you to try tighter,
more aggressive cuts and cross over manuevers. I still have 3 to unlock still.

This game is so worth the incredibly low price.

P.S. I had a couple of problems a few months back due to bugs. The developers jumped right on it and patched it while thanking
me for helping them discoverr a bug. I was impressed with their professional response.. How do i use it in campain. The
developer is very keen to make this game good. In my original review I cited some issues with the English and he has since fixed
them with my help.
Elsewhere, there are Solid puzzles and interesting gameplay.
Good artwork and sound design as well.

Certainly worth your time for $2.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IB-z6sTKaWc

(Full Disclosure:I have now helped with parts of this game so may be unbiased. I did pay for this game myself however.).
Edit:80% of this review is outdated,Game had been overwholed! It took a year since I bought this but hey,it's indie.And I
believe its core design is good enough to have some fan like me.Though it's still early and would need some more tweak. I might
see good time to rewrite this review as I play it & get updated farther.

It's very like hotline miami with space(except story and survival), nice concept and good gameplay.If you are a sci-fi fan and
interested in trailer, that won't go wrong.

However you'll be confused at starting, there's not much clear guidance of where to go.
 (Here I make quick tips. Yellow circle will take you to evac ship.later you can interact wreckage or planet to land and
explre.Don't forget saving inside ship with "I" and you need to hold right click to shoot your gun.)

ALSO I just saw some BUGS that can't be left unseen.(Error at loading save,shot gun with no damage,stucking enemy)

So I recommend this game but you'd hold your money atm, just some update and this game will be great.
If you going to try it on sale and expect refund, please don't do that, it's on very early stage at this point.

I'll notice on this review when it get fixed.. First russians push bad games/buy reviews/abuse the system for their own profit,
then they get suspended and blame Obama/Trump/<insert next states president here>. Not like they're the only ones polluting
Steam, but the amout of russian trash is over the top lately.
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